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Abstract: The error between the actual value of the mean
busy periQ..d and the value estimaled by a common queueing
tormula (D;:;: SOl (i-V)) is evaluated.
tDenning's addre:'l!l: Department of Compu.ter Sciences, Purdue University, W. Lafayette, IN
41907 USA. KoweJk's addre:iS: FClchbcrcich Inrormatik, Univer:ritut Hamburg. RoUler-




The accuracy of common queueing formulae when used with data obtained
from real systems has been of great concern to queueing theorists and perfor-
mance analysts. In operational analysis [1,2] this question can be addressed
directly because the error in a formula can be expressed in terms of the errors
in each of the assumptions on which the formula relics. Buzen and Denning illus-
traterl thiS' idea in a paper published in 1980 [3]. Kowalk has since suggested a
generdl method of tracing errors from assumptions to results by annotating
each step of a derivation with the error present at that step [4.5].
An example already analyzed fully is the formula for the mean response
lime, R, or a single server with unbounded queue [6.7J:
R = SI-U . (1)
where S is the mean service time per completed job ELnd U is the utilization.
This formula is exact when arrivals and services are both homogeneous -- i.e ..
when neither the arrival rate nor the mean service time depends on the queue
length [3J. We showed that the actual value of response time lies in the interval
[R-t, R+e], where
(2)
In this expression, Ell is the (absolute) relative error in the arrival assumption.
i.e., the mnximliln or the (absolute) dlfTercnc.:es between ac:tua( and assumed
arrivul rates divided by the assumed arrival rate. Similarly. E's is the relative
errol' in the set'vice assumption. The quantity n is the mean queue length dur-
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ing the observation period.
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formula (2) allo ....'S us to make statements such as the following. SUPPOSfl
we know that the queue-dependent arrival rate and mean service times are
within 10% of being constant, the mean service Lime is 2 seconds, the mean
queue length is 3, <Uld the utilization is 75%. Then the estimated value of mean
response time is R = B seconds and the error tolerance is e = 0.7 seconds. Thus
the actual value of response time is between 7.3 and G.7 seconds,
1n this paper we will illustrate the principles of error analy~is [or a very sirn~
pIe case, the length of the mean busy period of a que lie.
2. Mean Busy Period; Exact Analysis
Table I summarizes the notation. A busy period is a maximal interval of ser-
vice during whichnU»O. We will assume "end effects" have been removed from
the data: each end of the observation period [0, 1'J falts either in an idle period







wbere A(O) is the: number of arrivals Witnessing n(t)=O.
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TABLE I. OPERATIONAL NOTATION
Symbol Definition Comments
A Number of urrivab
C Number of complctions
T Length of ob",crvation period
n (l) Number ln lIystcm at timc t
T(n) Total time during which n(l):::n (1' = }: T(n))
n.'
A(n) Number of urrivais observing n(t):::n
" AIT Arrival ruLe.h(n) A(n)/T(n) CondiLioJlIl1 u.rrivul rate
X CIT Completion rate
U (1'-1'(0»/ T Utilization
S (T-T(O»)I C Mean service Lime
K Number of busy periods
D, Length of k lh busy p-::riod (le:::l, ...•K)
i5
1 K-ED, McWl busy period
KJ:=l
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The following analysis depends on the three assumptions summarized in
Table II. Idle Start (IS) asserts that n(O)=O. in which caSe the nwnber of busy
periods, K, is the same as A(O). Homogeneaus Arrivals (HA) asserts that the
e.rrival rate for empty queue is the same as the overall arrival rate; this is a spe-
cial case of the general homogeneous arrivals a;;sumption [3,6,7J that ,.\(n)=>-. for
all n. Flow Balance (FE) asserts that the number of arrivals and completions is
the same or, equivalenLly. >-'=X.
The error introduced by each assumption is denoted by lower-case e with
appropriate subscript. The (absolute) relative error bound is dencted by
upper-case E with appropriate subscript. Relative errors are defined with
respect to assumed rather than actual value.
(4/1/82) - 5 -
TABLE n, ASSUMPTIONS AND THEIR ERRORS
PJD8Z.1
Name Assumption Error BOLmd on
ReleUve RrrQr I
Idle StW't (IS] K 0: ..1.(0)
Hornogl:!neous Arrivals [HA] ),,(0) '" )"
Flow Balance [FB] ..t '" C
fI.[ 0: ,1(0)-K E, '" jU/I/A(O):::>l/A(O)
eo"" C-A Eo"" jes!/C







= TA ' (4)
which is already an interesting result. It states that the mean inlcrarrival time
is the same as the mean idle period when arrivals are homogeneous.




= Ll.Ql.. J'-T(O) AC.Ql..
A(O) T(O) K
= _I_ -..!!..- AC.Ql..
~(O) I-V K
This identity is reduced as follows:
(5)
I V










On applying the utilization law (V =XS), we obtain
Theorem 1. Assumptions IS. HA, and FB imply that the mean b.usy period
length lS
D = ...!3.- .
l-U
(6)
This !':" the same as the response time of a flow balanced queue with homogene-
ous arrivals and services.
3. Exact ./malysis of Error
Our next goal is to express the mean busy period in the form
D =S/ (l-U)+e, where the error e is a function of lhe three assumption errors
in Table II. We start by rewriting (5) in the form

















Theorem 2. The mean busy period length is
where the error is
D = S--+e
I-V
4. Error Bound Analysis
eo ]
+ AC (7)
Equation (7) shows that an exact characterization of error requires consid-
erable information about the system during the observation period. It is some-
times useful to work with (simpler) bounds on these errors. By to.king the mag-
nitude of the error and applying the triangle inequality. we find
Ie I "~[b.L A(O) + hL_I_+ hLl.]I-V A(O) KA(O) A A(O) C A
On employing the definitions in Table 11 and the fact A(O)/ KSl, we find
lb.corem 3. An upper bOlUld on the error of the mean busy period formula
is
(8)
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In practice. the queue has some maximum possible length. say N. which
implies that En :!:= N / C. By observing the queue for a sufficient period, both En
and E1 cnn be made arbitrarily small. This irnpli.es that the error in the busy
period formula is dominated by the error in the HA assumption, i.e.,
for long observation periods.
5. ApproJdmation Analysis
Ie I U EH" ----l-U 1.(0)
We -,.,rill briefly illustrate how the error bound (8) can be obtained directly by
using an algebl'a based on approximate equality [4.5J. Let the symbol =1: denote
"approximately equal with absolute error e ~ 0." We write Y =1: Z to mean
Z-e ~ Y:=:: Z+e
or, equivalently, IY-Z I:=::e. The notation =1: is used only symbolically -- i.e., an
(9)
expression for e must be stated explicitly. The three assumptions in Table II can
be expressed in tillS notation:
Asswnption IS: A (0) =1:1 K [E'I "" Ej AeOn
Asswnption HA: 1\(0) =I:A 1\ leA"" EH;\]
Assumption FB: A =I:D C [en"" ED C]
(4/1182)
Note that
1'JQL __' __ 1 T
A(O) - A(O) -'1 >: '" A
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(10)
Relation (10) shows that the mean interarrival time is approximately the same
as the mean idle period ir arrivals are approximately homogeneous. Note that
(11)
Note finally this general rule: 1f Y =6
1
aZ and a =6
2
b, then Y =r bZ with
The derivation of the mean busy period formula in this algebra is as follows:
D = -'- -.!!....- MQL
1..(0) 1-U K [Equation (5)J
, U _ U.41QL E1 U EJ=
" A(O) 1-U [r5- 1_U K 1..(O)'SI-U)..(O)]
I U U="
--- r4 '" rs + -U-t,)A l-U I-
I U U
"'co 1'I-U r5=r4+ I_Ural




The error e is identical to the bound in Relation (8). This bound loses accuracy
as U-Jol (equivalently, :\.(0)->0) because .')/(l-U) -> 00 even though thp. actual
(411/82) - 10- PJDB2.1
value of D is less than T. Stated differently, when U > 1-8/ T a better estimate
ofDisT.
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